Destination Organizations
Drive Economic Recovery
#CommunitySharedValue #DestinationOrganizationsDriveEconomicRecovery

Destination promotion is crucial to bringing back
the travel and tourism industry—a key driver
of local economies. When destinations increase
marketing, they outperform their peers. On average,
a community gains 1.1% in room revenue growth per
year after it creates a tourism improvement district
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related industries expanded faster than the broader
economy in 85 out of the 100 largest cities in the
country.
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The benefits of destination promotion
are not limited to the tourism sector.
Destination organizations drives broader
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economic development in their communities.
Destination promotion is a catalyst for
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economic development:

▶

Visitors support flights that increase
air access to markets and induce local
investment

▶

The Ripple Effects of

The attractions and amenities supported

Destination
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by visitors also make cities more
attractive to investors, executives, and
site locators

▶

Destination marketing raises the profile
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of a city through branding and positive
experiences, increasing exposure and
future investments

▶
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Destination
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Hosting conventions and trade shows
attracts potential investors to a city and
facilitates the development of economic
clusters

Now is the time to invest in destination promotion. Travelers are ready to hit the road—and start spending money again. Website
traffic to destination websites have recovered beyond 2019 levels. Communities must invest in their destination organizations to
compete for their share of visitor spending.

Website Traffic
Organic Search Sessions to destination organization websites, 7-day moving average
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